Geometry Expressions [1] is a new geometry software package which automatically generates algebraic expressions from geometric figures. For example in Fig 1, the user has specified that the triangle is right and has short sides length a and b. The system has calculated an expression for the length of the altitude in terms of a and b:
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In addition to being symbolic, a further characteristic which distinguishes Geometry Expressions from older geometry packages is that it is constraint based. This means that rather than requiring elaborate constructions to be derived, or macros to be used, it is possible to specify diagrams directly in terms of geometric constraints -both qualitative (such as incidence and tangency) and quantitative (such as specifying distances and angles).
In Fig 2a, an ellipse is created as a locus by specifying that point B has distance t from point A and L-t from point C (and hence the sum of these distances is L). Modifying these constraints such that the product rather than the sum is constant yields an oval of Cassini (Fig 2b) . We could readily modify the side definition to L+t, making the side lengths have constant difference, generating a hyperbola, or to L*t giving a constant ratio and generating the circle of Apollonius.
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Philip Todd Geometry Expressions can be used stand alone, or in conjunction with a Computer Algebra System (CAS). To facilitate this cooperation, Geometry Expressions can export symbolic expressions in the native formats of Mathematica, Maple, MuPad, Derive, and Maxima. In addition, Geometry Expressions can export Content MathML.
For example, in Fig 3, we are interested in the behaviour of point E in the limit as r shrinks to 0 [2]. Geometry Expressions can compute an expression for the coordinates of E. This can then be copied into an algebra system (Maple in this case) and a limit taken.
Feynman's and Steiner's Triangles
The shaded triangle shown below is 1/7 the area of the original triangle. This theorem was apparently proved by Feynman over dinner once [3] , and is readily proved by Geometry Expressions
Instead of drawing our lines the same proportion along each side, what if we use different proportions. The general result is shown in Fig 5; the area of the original triangle may be factored out to give the ratio of area of the small triangle to the original triangle as:
This general result was proved by Jacob Steiner a couple of centuries ago, and might be called Steiner's Theorem if it wasn't for the fact that there are at least 3 other Steiner's Theorems. Serendipitous values for p,q, and r are 4, 7 and 8 yielding a shaded area ½ that of the original triangle.
A ladder problem , this is best done by copying into an algebra system. In fact using Maple, we get:
> solve(L^6-3*X^2*L^4+3*X^4*L^2-X^6-3*Y^2*L^4-21*Y^2*X^2*L^2-3*Y^2*X^4+3*Y^4*L^2-3*Y^4*X^2-Y^6 = 0,L);
(Five other solutions are given, but four are complex and one is negative, so there is only one feasible solution.) Pasting the solution back into Geometry Expressions as the length of the line shows that the envelope does go through the vertex B (Fig 7) .
As a final observation on this problem, we note that the solution for L is not symmetric in X and Y. However, the geometry problem clearly is symmetric: the longest ladder which can be dragged from a corridor of width X into a corridor of width Y is obviously the same length as the longest ladder which can be dragged from a corridor of width Y into one of width X. It would therefore seem reasonable that some simplification could be done on the solution to expose its essential symmetry. This could be set as an exercise to be completed by hand, or one could coerce simplification in the algebra system by asserting that both X and Y are positive.
> simplify(%) assuming X>0, Y>0; 
Price and Availability

Conclusion
Geometry Expressions is the first example of a new type of software application: symbolic geometry. Used alone or in conjunction with an algebra system, it expands the range of geometric discovery from strictly numeric to algebraic. It provides a natural bridge between the two educational mathematics technologies: dynamic geometry and CAS.
